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Abstract
Today’s end-to-end learning systems can learn to explicitly infer control from perception. How-

ever, it is difficult to guarantee stability and robustness for these systems since they are often ex-
posed to unstructured, high-dimensional, and complex observation spaces (e.g., autonomous driv-
ing from a stream of pixel inputs). We propose to leverage control Lyapunov functions (CLFs) to
equip end-to-end vision-based policies with stability properties and introduce stability attention in
CLFs (att-CLFs) to tackle environmental changes and improve learning flexibility. We also present
an uncertainty propagation technique that is tightly integrated into att-CLFs. We demonstrate the
effectiveness of att-CLFs via comparison with classical CLFs, model predictive control, and vanilla
end-to-end learning in a photo-realistic simulator and on a real full-scale autonomous vehicle.
Keywords: End-to-end Learning, Stability, Autonomous Driving

1. Introduction

End-to-end representation learning systems provide effective methods for autonomy in high dimen-
sional observation spaces such as vision where ground-truth states are unavailable (e.g. situations
that are difficult to solve by planning and control algorithms (Primbs et al., 1999).) A key chal-
lenge for end-to-end systems is guaranteeing their stability and robustness, which are necessary
conditions for deployment in safety-critical applications. Stability and robustness are critical for
complex systems such as autonomous driving. It is difficult to derive stability and robustness condi-
tions for end-to-end systems because their observation space is large (e.g., streams of pixel inputs),
resulting in increased uncertainty. For instance, in autonomous driving, even a slight change in
the sunlight could drastically affect the output behavior of the autonomous control system. Many
recent works marry the expressive power of neural networks with classical control modules that
empower learning-based models with stability properties (Chang et al., 2019; Dai et al., 2021) and
safety guarantee (Xiao et al., 2023). Advances in differentiable optimization further facilitate seam-
less integration of control theory to deep neural networks (Amos and Kolter, 2017; Amos et al.,
2018). While learning-based approaches have demonstrated promising potential in state-space con-
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Figure 1: An overview of our end-to-end learning system with att-CLFs.

trol, there are limited attempts to extend this paradigm to end-to-end learning systems that infer
control directly from perception.

In this paper, we propose to learn stability attention in control Lyapunov functions (CLFs) to
equip end-to-end vision-based learning systems with stability properties. Lyapunov functions (Son-
tag, 1983; Artstein, 1983; Freeman and Kokotovic, 1996) are powerful tools for verifying the sta-
bility of a dynamical system. They have been applied to control systems to formulate stability
conditions via CLFs (Ames et al., 2012). The time domain is discretized, and the state is assumed to
be constant within each time step. The control problem is a sequence of quadratic programs (QPs).
However, this simple and effective formulation is not easy to integrate with end-to-end learning
models due to (i) the inability to respond to environmental changes based on perceptual inputs and
(ii) limited flexibility from exponentially stabilizing behavior.

To this end, we make CLFs dependent on observations and incorporate them into end-to-end
learning via differentiable QPs (Amos and Kolter, 2017). Then, we show how to construct Lyapunov
Functions (LF) to achieve a stability attention mechanism (att-CLFs) that can handle environmental
changes and higher relative degree.

Contributions: (i) we leverage CLFs to equip vision-based end-to-end driving policies with
stability properties, and introduce stability attention in CLFs to tackle environmental changes and
improve learning flexibility (ii) we present an uncertainty propagation method tailored to differen-
tiable optimization (iii) we compare our method with classical CLFs, model predictive control and
direct end-to-end learning methods, and verify our method in a photo-realistic simulator; we also
deploy our model on a real full-scale autonomous vehicle.

2. Background and Preliminaries

Consider an affine control system of the form:

ẋxx = f (xxx)+g(xxx)uuu, (1)

where xxx ∈ Rn, f : Rn → Rn and g : Rn → Rn×q are locally Lipschitz, and uuu ∈ U ⊂ Rq, where U
denotes a control constraint set. The relative degree definition of the function is omitted, but can be
found in (Xiao and Belta, 2019).

Definition 1 (Control Lyapunov function (Ames et al., 2012)) A continuously differentiable func-
tion V : Rn → R is a globally and exponentially stabilizing control Lyapunov function (CLF) for
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Figure 2: CLF-based QPs for lane tracking. A slow convergent CLF (left) may work well on a
straight road, but fails to work for a sharp turn. A fast convergent CLF (right) may work well for a
sharp turn, but fails to work on a straight road due to the myopic property of the QP method.

system (1) if there exist c1 > 0,c2 > 0,c3 > 0 such that for all xxx ∈Rn, c1||xxx||2 ≤V (xxx)≤ c2||xxx||2 and

in f
u∈U

[L fV (xxx)+LgV (xxx)uuu+ c3V (xxx)]≤ 0. (2)

where L f ,Lg denote the Lie derivatives (Khalil, 2002) along f and g, respectively.

Consider an optimal control problem with the cost defined as 1
2 uuu(t)T Huuu(t) +FT uuu(t), where

H ∈ Rq×q is positive definite, F ∈ Rq. Suppose the objective is to stabilize system (1) to the origin.
We can formulate the following CLF-based optimization (Ames et al., 2012):

uuu∗(t) = arg min
uuu(t)∈U

1
2

uuu(t)T Huuu(t)+FT uuu(t),

s.t. L fV (xxx)+LgV (xxx)uuu+ εV (xxx)≤ 0,
(3)

where ε > 0. The parameter ε in the CLF constraint and the definition of V (xxx) significantly affect
how the system trajectory converges to the origin. In order to solve (3), as in (Ames et al., 2012),
one usually discretizes the time. The CLF constraint is linear in control since the state value is
fixed at the beginning of the discrete interval. Therefore, each optimization is a quadratic program
(QP). Note that the CLF constraint in (3) may conflict with the control bound. One usually relaxes
the CLF constraint by replacing the bound 0 on the right hand side of the inequality with a slack
variable, and minimizes it in the cost function.
Limitations of CLFs. The setup has limited flexibility for real world applications due to:

• The desired trajectories may not always exhibit exponentially stabilizing behavior.
• Under heavy environmental state changes, global stability via CLFs is almost impossible to

obtain. For complex control synthesis such as vision-based driving, the definition of a CLF
may depend on environmental variables.

• The CLF-based QP is solved point-wise yet can lead to aggressive performance and sub-
optimalilty.

Example 1 Suppose we wish to stabilize an autonomous vehicle to the lane center. The definition
of a CLF involves road curvature. When the road has sharp turns that are unexpected or not
predictable, it is almost impossible to find a globally stabilizing CLF, as shown in Fig. 2. The
optimality of control synthesis is limited, and the system may overshoot around the equilibrium due
to all possible perturbations (such as noisy dynamics, road curvature variation, etc.), as shown by
the left case in Fig. 2. We may formulate a receding horizon optimization to address this issue.
However, in this case the optimization is no longer convex.

In this paper we aim to address these limitations by introducing attention CLFs (att-CLFs).
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3. Problem Formulation and Approach

Problem setup. Given (i) a sensor measurement zzz ∈ Rd (e.g., front-view RGB images of the ve-
hicle in this work), where d ∈ N is its dimension, (ii) vehicle dynamics (1), (iii) a nominal con-
troller h⋆(xxx,zzz) = uuu⋆ (such as a model predictive controller), and (iv) a learning-based end-to-end
perception-to-control model h(zzz|θ) = uuu, parametrized by θ , our goal is to find optimal parameters:

θ
⋆ = argmin

θ

Ezzz[l(h⋆(xxx,zzz),h(zzz|θ))] (4)

where l is a similarity measure (or a loss function). We also wish to equip the learning-based end-
to-end controller h with stability properties which we will describe in the following.
Approach. Our solution uses an end-to-end trainable framework that includes a differentiable op-
timization layer (Amos and Kolter, 2017) formulated by att-CLF based QP. The proposed att-CLF
is observation dependent, and thus, it is adaptive to changing environments. The model takes as
input front-view RGB images zzz whose features are extracted by CNN. In order to enforce temporal
coherency and prevent the model from being susceptible to sudden input change (e.g., affected by
sunlight), we employ LSTM after the CNN. The outputs of the LSTM are used to construct the
att-CLF, as well as to determine other optimization parameters in the QP. The outputs of the QP are
the controls uuu of the vehicle. The model is trained using imitation learning where the ground truth
control is obtained by a model predictive controller. We also propagate state uncertainty to control
to improve performance in real-world deployment. The overview is shown in Fig. 1.

4. Method

In this section, we introduce CLFs with stability attention (att-CLFs) and show how we can propa-
gate uncertainty to improve end-to-end control.

4.1. CLFs with Stability Attention

Figure 3: Lane tracking atten-
tion under different scenarios.

We focus on quadratic CLFs due to its effectiveness and ubiquity
(Ames et al., 2012). Specifically, we construct dependencies of att-
CLFs on the environment, i.e., conditioning on measurement zzz:

V (xxx,zzz) = xxxT P(zzz)xxx (5)

where P(zzz) ∈ Rn×n is a positive definite matrix modelled by a neu-
ral network that takes zzz as input. However, learning to directly pre-
dict P(zzz) for valid and effective att-CLF is challenging. Next, we
describe how to properly construct P(zzz) for better learning. First,
we decompose P(zzz) = QT (zzz)Λ(zzz)Q(zzz), where Q(zzz) is an orthogo-
nal matrix and Λ(zzz) is a diagonal matrix whose components are eigenvalues of P(zzz). We define a
notion of stability attention in an att-CLF as:

Definition 2 (Stability Attention) The stability attention of an att-CLF V (xxx,zzz) in (5) under an ob-
servation zzz is defined by the state components of Q(zzz)xxx (with change of basis) corresponding to the
top K ∈ N largest eigenvalues of P(zzz) (i.e., the diagonal entries of Λ(zzz)).
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Example 2 For the autonomous driving example in Fig. 3, we wish to stabilize the off-center
distance d ∈ R and local heading error µ ∈ R with respect to the lane center line to zero. An att-
CLF can be defined as V (xxx,zzz) = [d,µ]T P(zzz)[d,µ], where P = [1,0;0,c1(zzz)]. Small c1(zzz) denotes
that we pay more attention to the off-center distance d, thus a controller can quickly drive the vehicle
position to the lane center if the vehicle is far from it. However, when the vehicle is near the lane
center line, we wish to have a larger c1(zzz), i.e., pay more attention to the local heading error µ .
This can make the vehicle orientation better aligned with the road direction.

In a CLF as in Def. 1, the attention is fixed (constant P), leading to a fixed exponentially convergent
behavior. In contrast, the attention of an att-CLF depends on zzz, allowing flexibility to learn different
types of behaviors and straightforward interpretation. The dependency on observation makes att-
CLFs more versatile and able to imitate complex policies. When stabilizing full states, we can
construct a diagonal P(zzz) (an att-CLF has relative degree one); otherwise, we proceed as follows.
High relative degree. In an att-CLF, it is possible that ∂V (xxx,zzz)

∂xxx g(xxx) = 0,∀xxx,∀zzz, which prevents us
from obtaining a stabilizing controller as in (3). This may happen when we only wish to stabilize
partial states (like the driving problem example), which introduces a high relative degree issue
(Xiao and Belta, 2019). To address this, we propose state-feedback based att-CLFs, which can also
be applied to non-input-to-state linearizable systems (Khalil, 2002). Suppose xxx := (x1, . . . ,xn), and
we only wish to stabilize (x1, . . . ,xm), where m < n. Suppose the relative degree of xi, i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
is ri ∈ N, and define n0 = ∑i∈{1,...,m} ri. We define the first derivative of xi as a new state ξi,1 ∈ R,
and then define the derivative of ξi,1 as another new state ξi,2 ∈ R. This can be done recursively
until we define a new state ξi,ri−1 ∈ R whose first derivative will be a linear function of uuu (i.e.,
its relative degree is one) for system (1) under a certain state xxx. Then, in order to drive xi to 0, the
desired state for ξi,ri−1 is ξ̂i,ri−1 :=−li(zzz)xi− li,1(zzz)ξi,1 · · ·− li,ri−2(zzz)ξi,ri−2, where li(zzz)> 0, li,1(zzz)>
0, . . . , li,ri−2(zzz) > 0. Intuitively, making ri − 1’th derivative being inversely proportional to lower
degree states (0’ to ri −2’th) allows to drive eventually lower degree states to 0.

Let yyy := (x1, . . . ,xm,ξ1,1, . . . ,ξ1,r1−1, . . . ,ξm,1, . . . ,ξm,rm−1) be the new state vector of the trans-
formed dynamics ẏyy = f̂ (yyy)+ ĝ(yyy)uuu, where f̂ : Rn0 → Rn0 , ĝ : Rn0 → Rn0×q are determined by the
above transformation process. We define a state-feedback based att-CLF with relative degree one,
which stabilizes actual state ξi,ri−1 to the desired state ξ̂i,ri−1:

V (yyy,zzz) =
m

∑
i=1

ci(zzz)(
1

li(zzz)
ξi,ri−1 −

1
li(zzz)

ξ̂i,ri−1)
2 =

m

∑
i=1

ci(zzz)(xi + ki,1(zzz)ξi,1 · · ·+ ki,ri−1(zzz)ξi,ri−1)
2 (6)

where ci(zzz)> 0, . . . ,cm(zzz)> 0, ki,1(zzz) =
li,1(zzz)
li(zzz)

, . . . ,ki,ri−2(zzz) =
li,ri−2(zzz)

li(zzz)
,ki,ri−1(zzz) = 1

li(zzz)
. We can then

construct P(zzz) with the new state vector yyy and rewrite the att-CLF in matrix form:

V (yyy,zzz) = yyyT P(zzz)yyy = (Q(zzz)yyy)T
Λ(zzz)(Q(zzz)yyy), where (7)

Q(zzz) =

[
Im×m kblock(zzz)

0(n0−m)×m 0(n0−m)×(n0−m)

]
,Λ(zzz) =

[
cm×m 0m×(n0−m)

0(n0−m)×m 0(n0−m)×(n0−m)

]
.

where kblock(zzz) is a block diagonal matrix composed by vectors ki(zzz) = (ki,1(zzz), . . . ,ki,ri−1(zzz)), i ∈
{1 . . . ,m}, cm×m(zzz) is a diagonal matrix composed by ci(zzz), i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, 0i× j denotes a zero
matrix with dimension i× j, and Im×m denotes an identity matrix with dimension m×m. Note that
ki(zzz),ci(zzz) are the output of the previous layer (LSTM).
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As per Def. 2, the stability attention in (8) is the top K largest diagonal entries of Λ(zzz), and the
corresponding state is Q(zzz)yyy after change of basis. We can get a similar att-CLF constraint as in (2):

∂V (yyy,zzz)
∂yyy

f̂ (yyy)+
∂V (yyy,zzz)

∂yyy
ĝ(yyy)uuu+

∂V (yyy,zzz)
∂ zzz

żzz+ εV (yyy,zzz)≤ 0, (8)

In the above, the term ∂V (yyy,zzz)
∂ zzz żzz can be evaluated using the bound of żzz if it is available to ensure

robustness to the input zzz. We have the following theorem to prove stability:

Theorem 3 Given a state-feedback based att-CLF as in (6), any control uuu that satisfies the att-CLF
constraint (8) stabilizes the partial state (x1, . . . ,xm) to the origin for system (1).

Proof The att-CLF constraint (8) can be rewritten in the time derivative form dV (yyy,zzz)
dt + εV (yyy,zzz) ≤

0. Then, according to the Lyapunov stability theorem (Khalil, 2002), we have that V (yyy,zzz) will
be exponentially stabilized to zero. In other words, when V (yyy,zzz) = 0, we have either case (i)
xi = 0,ξi, j = 0,∀ j ∈ {1, . . . ,ri−1},∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} or case (ii) xi =−ki,1(zzz)ξi,1 · · ·−ki,ri−1(zzz)ξi,ri−1.
In case (i), the theorem holds. In case (ii), following (6), the condition is equivalent to ξi,ri−1 =
−li(zzz)xi − li,1(zzz)ξi,1 · · ·− li,ri−2(zzz)ξi,ri−2. Since we have ẋi = ξi,1, . . . , ξ̇i,ri−2 = ξi,ri−1 following the
above state transformation process, ξi,ri−1 = −li(zzz)xi − li,1(zzz)ξi,1 · · · − li,ri−2(zzz)ξi,ri−2 is the state
feedback control law that drives xi,∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} to the origin (Khalil, 2002). Thus, any control uuu
that satisfies the constraint (8) stabilizes the partial state (x1, . . . ,xm) to the origin for system (1).

An optimization layer in NN. We can formulate an att-CLF based QP as in (3) by replacing its
CLF constraint with (8). This optimization becomes a sequence of QPs using the time discretization
from (Ames et al., 2012), and the QP can be incorporated into a neural network as a differentiable
optimization layer (Amos and Kolter, 2017) (Fig. 1). This optimization layer allows error back-
propagation through the solution of the QP and updates the trainable parameter utilizing gradient
descent. The CLF constraint is with stability attention. Recall that we can get a relaxed form to
handle the infeasibility of CLFs as mentioned in introduced in (Ames et al., 2012). We may also
add a differentiable Control Barrier Functions (Xiao et al., 2023) for obstacle avoidance.

4.2. Uncertainty Propagation

The accuracy of state xxx plays a critical role in CLFs. An unbiased estimation but with high variance
can lead to undesired activeness of CLF constraint in the QP, producing overall correct but jerky
control. We resort to mitigating this issue with the introduction of state uncertainties. We use
a set-based representation for state uncertainty since it is highly flexible to represent any kind of
distribution, can be constructed based on parametric models, and is widely adopted in predictive
uncertainty quantification (Gal and Ghahramani, 2016; Lakshminarayanan et al., 2017). Given a
set of state samples {xxxi}N

i=1, we solve for a set of controls {uuu∗i }N
i=1 = QP({xxxi}N

i=1), where QP is
defined in (3) with (8) replacing the original CLF constraint and can be efficiently solved by batch
operation. We then use kernel density estimation to convert the control sample set to a distribution,

p(uuu|xxx,zzz) = 1
Nh

N

∑
i=1

K(
uuu−uuu∗i

h
), (9)

where K is a kernel function and h > 0 is the bandwidth. We use the Gaussian kernel with Scott’s
rule (Scott, 2015) for bandwidth selection. With control distribution at hand, we can easily integrate
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Method Obs. Mean
Dev.

Infer.
Time (s)

NMPC State 0.011 0.818
CLF (Ames et al., 2012) State 0.150 0.005

att-CLF (ours) State 0.085 0.028

V-E2E (Amini et al., 2022) Image 0.573 0.002
E2E-CLF (Amos and Kolter, 2017) Image 0.328 0.033

att-CLF (ours) Image 0.218 0.032
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Table 1 & Figure 4: Left: Quantitative comparison. Right: Probability of deviation from lane
center smaller than a threshold λ (the larger area under the curver, the better).

other (unnormalized) prior to obtaining the final control with a set of probing points,

uuu∗ = argmax
uuu∈U

p(uuu)p(uuu|xxx,zzz), (10)

where the probing point set U can be a grid that covers the control space or even simply the control
samples obtained from the QP. The prior p(uuu) can be any prior knowledge of the design or control
distribution from other modules in the system. For simplicity, we use uniform distribution as prior.
To obtain predictive uncertainty, we follow (Kendall and Gal, 2017) that predicts the mean and log
variance of a normal distribution for state estimate, from which we draw samples and construct the
set {xxxi}N

i=1. Note that we can flexibly plug in other predictive uncertainty quantification techniques.

5. Experiments

5.1. Platform & Dataset

Hardware Setup. We collect data and deploy our models on a full-scale vehicle (2019 Lexus RX
450H) with autonomous driving capability. The onboard computation includes an NVIDIA 2080Ti
GPU and an AMD Ryzen 7 3800X 8-Core Processor. The primary perception sensor is a 30Hz BFS-
PGE-23S3C-CS RGB camera with resolution 960×600 and 130◦ horizontal field-of-view. The car
is also equipped with IMUs and wheel encoders that provide steering feedback and odometry, as
well as a centimeter-level accurate OxTS differential GPS for evaluation purposes only.
Simulation and Data Generation. We adopt a training strategy called guided policy learning that
leverages a data-driven simulator VISTA (Amini et al., 2022) to augment a real-world dataset with
diverse synthetic data for robust policy learning. The ground truth controls (labels) are generated
using nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC). Although computationally expensive, NMPC is
tractable offline. The simulation is built upon roughly 2-hour real-world driving data collected at a
different time of day, weather conditions, and seasons of a year, in total roughly 200k images.

5.2. Implementation Details

Vehicle dynamics. We consider the vehicle dynamics defined with respect to a reference trajectory
as shown in (Rucco et al., 2015):

ṡ =
vcos(µ +β )

1−dκ
, ḋ = vsin(µ +β ), µ̇ =

v
lr

sinβ −κ
vcos(µ +β )

1−dκ
, v̇ = ua, δ̇ = uω , (11)
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Figure 5: (a) The profile of att-CLF attention k1,k2,c1 under varying lateral off-center distance d.
(b) Uncertainty propagation from sample set in state space to density in control space.

where xxx = (s,d,µ,v,δ ), s and d are respectively the along-trajectory distance and lateral distance
of the vehicle Center of Gravity (CoG) with respect to the closest point on the reference trajectory;
µ is local heading error determined by the global vehicle heading ψ and the tangent angle φ of the
closest point on the reference trajectory (i.e., ψ = φ +µ); v, ua denote the vehicle linear speed and
acceleration; δ , uω denote the steering angle and steering rate; κ is the curvature of the reference
trajectory at the closest point; lr is the length of the vehicle from the tail to the CoG and β =

arctan
(

lr
lr+l f

tanδ

)
, where l f is the length of the vehicle from the head to the CoG.

Att-CLFs for end-to-end driving. In this problem, we only wish to stabilize d and µ to 0 for lane
tracking. The relative degrees of both d and µ are two. Thus, we formulate a state-feedback based
att-CLF following Sec. 4.1. The desired states for d and µ are d̂ = −ξ1, µ̂ = −ξ2, where ξ1 =

vsin(µ + β ),ξ2 = ( v
lr

sinβ − κ
vcos(µ+β )

1−dκ
). The transformed state vector is then yyy = (d,µ,ξ1,ξ2).

The att-CLF in this case is then V (yyy,zzz) = (d + k1(zzz)ξ1)
2 + c1(zzz)(µ + k2(zzz)ξ2)

2 (we set c2(zzz) to
one). We assume the observation is piece-wise constant żzz = 0, similar to control approximation in
(Ames et al., 2012). We leave the estimation of żzz or its bound to future work.
Model & Learning. The input is an RGB image. We extract features with a 5-layer CNN with
kernel size as 3, channels as (24, 36, 48, 64, 64) and group norm, followed by average pooling.
The feature vector is then fed to a 64-dim LSTM for temporal reasoning. We then use indepen-
dent MLP heads of hidden size as (32, 32) for different outputs ua,uω and intermediate estimates
v,δ ,d,µ,κ,k1,k2,c1. We use L2 loss for control ua,uω with ground truth obtained from NMPC.
For state estimation d,µ,κ , which is modeled as distribution as mentioned in Sec. 4.2, we follow
predictive uncertainty loss in (Kendall and Gal, 2017). We also adopt auxiliary L2 loss on v,δ for
more efficient and stable learning. We use Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001.

5.3. Offline Closed-loop Evaluation

We evaluate our policies in a closed-loop setting in VISTA (Amini et al., 2022) based on a test set,
where we collect 100 episodes (each of maximal 300 steps) with random scenes and initial poses.
The baselines include i) nonlinear MPC (NMPC) ii) classical CLF (Ames et al., 2012) iii) vanilla
end-to-end learning (V-E2E) (Amini et al., 2022) and iv) end-to-end CLF (E2E-CLF) where we use
CNN+LSTM to extract state followed by differentiable QP (dQP) (Amos and Kolter, 2017) with
fixed CLF parameters. The proposed att-CLF method (a) comparing to V-E2E – augment end-to-
end learning with better lane tracking error (distribution) (b) comparing to CLF and E2E-CLF –
outperform other CLF baselines with stability attention and (c) comparing to NMPC – runs much
faster with simple dQP formulation, as shown in Fig. 4 and Tab. 1.
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100m

att-CLF (Ours)

100m

Vanilla E2E Learning

Method Avg. # of
Intervention

Mean
Deviation (m)

Vanilla E2E 4.0 ± 1.6 0.779 ± 0.178
att-CLF (ours) 1.6 ± 0.4 0.687 ± 0.083

Figure 6 & Table 2: Left: Real-world deployment. Policy trajectories (3 trials at different times of
day) and intervention locations (red dot). Right: Average performance of the real-car test.

Attention of stability. When the car is more off-lane (|d| is large), the att-CLF pays more attention
to the lateral distance d (larger k1); conversely, when the car is closer to the lane center (|d| is
smaller), the att-CLF pays more attention to heading µ (larger k2 and smaller c1) to achieve stable
lane following, as shown in Fig. 5a. Otherwise, the vehicle can overshoot around the lane center
line due to the myopic solving method and state uncertainties. This result demonstrates that att-CLF
can learn effective strategy by adapting its parameters in response to different situations.
Uncertainty propagation. A simple interpretation for Fig. 5b is to look at how the current state
affects steering rate control ω . While all state samples indicate the car is on the right of the lane
center (d < 0), there is some disagreement on whether the car heading is clockwise (µ < 0) or
counter-clockwise (µ > 0) with respect to the road curvature. In the case where d < 0,µ < 0.01 (car
is at the right to the lane center and does not orient to the extreme left), the att-CLF will most likely
suggest turning left (steering rate ω > 0), which leads to the major mode in the control distribution.
Also, the set-based uncertainty can be computed via batch operation in dQP and has acceptable
computational overhead (28ms for 1 sample, 43ms for 10 samples, 50ms for 50 samples).

5.4. Deployment on a Physical Autonomous Vehicle

We deploy our end-to-end policy on a full-scale autonomous vehicle. We test the policies for 3
trials at different times of the day. Human make intervention when the vehicle is off the road. Tab. 2
shows that att-CLF achieves fewer human interventions and smaller deviation from the lane center.
Fig. 6 overlays the driving trajectories from all trials. We observe that both vanilla E2E and att-
CLF fail more frequently for lower-left sharp turn since direct sunlight to the camera along with
the reflection from the snow at the side of the road severely corrupt the RGB image. Also, most
interventions occur in the trials around 3-4 pm since the sun at that time most likely points directly
to the camera, where lighting conditions and shadows in the real world pose great challenges.

Vanilla E2E
att-CLF

Car Direction
Sun 

Direction

An example of camera facing the sun Driving Trajectory

(a)

200 250 300 350 400
Time (s)

−0.4
−0.3
−0.2
−0.1

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

St
ee

rin
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Fe

ed
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ck

w/o uncertainty
w/ uncertainty

(b)
Figure 7: (a) Real car testing results when the visual input is corrupted by strong sunlight. (b)
Steering angle feedback of att-CLF without and with uncertainty propagation on the real car.
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Unstable maneuver in challenging scenarios. In Fig. 7a, we show an example 1 where the camera
is pointed directly to the sun. Under the corruption of sunlight, policies tend to exhibit a chattering
maneuver as opposed to running the test with mild lighting conditions (in the evening or at noon).
The att-CLF augments end-to-end policies with stability and produces smoother trajectories, while
vanilla E2E easily makes the vehicle overshoot around the lane center, shown as the red curves.
Uncertainty. Fig. 7b shows steering feedback from IMU. Introducing uncertainty greatly improve
the smoothness of the control. Furthermore, we observe better stability with uncertainty at trials
mostly corrupted by sunlight: mean deviation 1.29m (w/o uncertainty) vs 0.84m (w/ uncertainty).

6. Related Work

Lyapunov functions and learning. In spite of the huge success, the stability properties of deep
learning models are less understood (Lechner et al., 2020b). One way to achieve this for neural
controllers is Lyapunov stability (Slotine et al., 1991). The premise is to find a Lyapunov function
that synthesizes a Lyapunov-stable controller. For example, (Jarvis-Wloszek et al., 2003; Majumdar
et al., 2013) demonstrated that Lyapunov functions can be obtained by solving a sum-of-squares
program for polynomial dynamics. (Ravanbakhsh and Sankaranarayanan, 2019) proposed a learner-
falsifier framework to search for valid Lyapunov functions. Recent works further leveraged the
expressive power of neural networks in a Lyapunov framework (Richards et al., 2018; Chang et al.,
2019). Other works aim to verify the Lyapunov conditions in neural networks (Abate et al., 2020;
Chang et al., 2019; Dai et al., 2020, 2021). In this paper, we build on control Lyapunov functions
(CLFs) (Primbs et al., 1999) and leverage differentiable optimization to construct attention of CLFs.
Differentiable optimization for control. Recent advances in differentiable optimization enables
seamless integration to neural network (Amos and Kolter, 2017; Agrawal et al., 2019). Such com-
patibility opens new ways of combining learning-based models with classical control, which can be
mostly formulated as optimization problems, such as model predictive control (Amos et al., 2018),
convex optimal control (Okada et al., 2017), path integral control (Agrawal et al., 2020), and control
barrier function (Xiao et al., 2023). In this work, we leverage differentiable QP (Amos and Kolter,
2017) for CLFs to augment end-to-end driving policies with stability properties.
End-to-end driving policy learning. Apart from traditional autonomous driving pipelines with
independent perception, planning, and control modules, many works (Pomerleau, 1989; Lechner
et al., 2020a) have demonstrated the ability of end-to-end policy learning that directly infers control
from perception. This framework has been shown to solve various tasks including lane keeping (Xu
et al., 2017), obstacle avoidance (Wang et al., 2021; Bohez et al., 2017), and navigation (Amini
et al., 2019; Codevilla et al., 2018). The major pitfall of end-to-end driving policy is the black-box
model that hinders the possibility of introducing properties like stability as opposed to the classical
control module. In this work, we leverage recent advances in data-driven simulation (Amini et al.,
2022) for sim-to-real transfer and embed stability in end-to-end driving policies.

7. Conclusion

We propose to leverage CLFs to embed vision-based end-to-end driving policies with stability
properties and introduce the novel notion of stability attention in CLFs that allows to handle en-
vironmental changes and brings flexible learning capability. We compare with other baselines and
demonstrate the effectiveness of att-CLFs in a high-fidelity simulator and on a real autonomous car.

1. Video: https://drive.google.com/file/d/12g0FctJkV7-F_YnCJD7Eurr8d4S7bhGm/view?usp=sharing
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